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ABSTRACT 

Recently, patient based monitoring system structure has seen a fast progress as far as the 

innovation of the control devices established. This study introduced a brief survey on existing 

and previous research extent for patient monitoring method in intensive care unit (ICU) and 

condensed process to define the research gap for further study. A number of research in the area 

of patient observing systems have been deployed, mainly the growth of monitor patient remotely 

via sensor networking and GSM system. According to volubility of research extension in the 

area of study, in addition that real time patient monitoring system is not yet capable to manage 

the immediate growth of a fully control systems. This study explored how patient observation, 

particularly in intensive care room (ICU) growing based monitoring system applied in various 

situations. The study predicted to adopt advance real time monitoring system in a possible short 

comings research transition practices and its related aids. Furthermore, the patient monitoring 

strategies for each evolution technique in the previous research were over viewed. The results 

defined a research gap that growing interest based patient monitoring systems has been deployed 

in common trend towards emerging designated techniques in a real time strategy. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Patient based monitoring system assembly has seen a fast progress research in the area of study 

to control patient situation. A patient in any hospital especially in intensive care unit (ICU) is 

most widely recognized the interest for real time monitoring and efficient design architects. The 

need to ensure a safer patient is fully monitored and to cut down face to face time losses and 
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monitor convinced delicate situations in which a manual activities and siren were carried out 

with a very dynamic within the present condition in the hospitals.  

 

RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

Current research in heart failure and other major causes has a niche innovation research to help 

the society because of their high incidentals of consideration, subordinate personal satisfaction 

with unexpected passing rate of life. These problems cause millions of death as overall ratio 

[1,2]. Therefore, the increasing of patient attention ability need to be improves in order to 

perceive a fully real time monitor using the signal output from Electrocardiogram (ECG). The 

major research in the world today challenges the important issues with regards to patient 

perceiving. With respect to the provisions of human facilities' and control the patient close 

manner; the patient will be in convenient to extensive machines. The precise goal of this project 

is to achieve better excellence patient careful [3].  

 

As indicated by the body sensor system permits signal to go out through Electrocardiogram 

(ECG) to display patient’s condition utilizing bio-signal obtaining according to his situation. The 

examination is decided based on gather bio-signal on a bio-data and display individual 

information via the oscilloscope focus through the local sensor system. The intelligent social 

cover frameworks [4] can similarly be associated to screen the cardiovascular and breathing 

disease via remote communication [5,6]. One of the most famous researches presents a remote 

assessing and monitoring system for electrocardiogram for temperature signals, heart rate, lung 

functioning using Sensors and Zig Bee Technology [7]. 

RESEARCH GAP 

As statistical data transfers via innovative diagnosis of the patient condition, it has grown to be 

conceivable to extend more gateways to improve patient consultation in real time via GSM 

system based on ECG signal output. In this project continuous of auto transmission of patient 

diagnosis to the dedicated doctors will receive the immediate phone call for critical case of signal 
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representation for urgent consultation. This technique will be very helpful to use for specialists 

and patient as well, whereby most of the research trace the problem upon request and ignored the 

cutting edge of the real problem that need for immediate medication to give better services. 

Table 1: Research limitation and probability of extension work 

Author Contribution Limitation Probability of work 

extension 

R. Roberts, 

2006 

Use of Remote 

Monitoring Devices 

Increases, Telemedicine 

Information Exchange 

This study focused more 

on essential development 

of Personal health records 

Real time analysis will 

produce better prediction 

of patient monitoring. 

Anbumani.S 

et. al 2015 

An Intelligent Patient 

Tele-Monitoring System 

Using Android 

Technology 

This study focused on 

real time transmission of 

patient self -tested blood 

pressure data to doctor 

was only achieved by 

transmitting the 

physiological signal from 

the patient through ECG 

Detecting abnormalities 

if the case modified the 

real time results 

following the signal 

triggers will give 

immediate or current 

situation to provide act 

happening in continues 

wave through alert call to 

doctors via GSM system  

Ch.Sandeep 

et al 2014 

Intelligent Wireless 

Patient Monitoring and 

Tracking System 

(Using Sensor Network 

and Wireless 

Communication) 

This study focused on 

detected signal in 

working environment; 

using respective sensors 

and sent to patient unit 

then will forwarded to 

observer/doctor through 

SMS using GSM module 

Real time analysis will 

produce better prediction 

of patient monitoring and 

avoid delay optimization. 

Santosh 

Kulkarni 

and Prof. S. 

G. Kulkarni 

2015 

Remote Health 

Monitoring using 

Embedded Systems 

This study focused on 

remotely monitor 

patient’s data using set of 

software simulators and a 

DAC as a solution to low 

cost testing in statistical 

manner. 

Real time analysis will 

produce better prediction 

of patient monitoring and 

patient signal triggers 

from ECG will be more 

adaptable. 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 
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The main aim of this research is to manage real-time patient coordination using GSM system via 

signal from ECG device. The detail research objectives are as follows: 

1. To characterize the typical signal representation diagnosis from Electrocardiogram 

expedient system. 

2. To establish a new prediction method to trace the edge of the signal for actual diagnosis in 

real time. 

3. To develop an integrated circuit for system notification and monitoring for the worst 

condition using real time call alerts via GSM system 

4. To help doctors and patient for informal consultation 

The scope of the project has been summarized in addition to the summary of project 

contributions, including prototype design, patients monitoring and informal consolation by 

doctor. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The method adopted in this project is to achieve the objectives which will be designed to 

deliberate with GSM system to manage the signal for ECG device in real time condition. The 

design and algorithm that could be used to control the patient condition using an electronic 

circuit and mobile device to integrate with GSM technology. The design of a prototype mobile 

android method in this study elaborates hardware and software implementation. The prototypes 

of mobile must function significantly to full capacity and displayed the measured value located 

in the ECG device and send a copy to smart phone via GSM network. The prototype design will 

defined the signal for a specified or particular patient corresponding with the affected disease. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

A number research projects were identified and have seen that the addition criteria need to be 

consider to form the proposed project. A comprehensive information was identified and assisting 

their full presence to define the research gap rendering their limitation and the probability of 

work extension to each. This project is an interdisciplinary development between electronics and 
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medical field based on monitoring techniques. Finally the research gap has been identified based 

on real time signal analysis situations from ECG based system, which will be considered in the 

proposed framework. Structuring the real time signal from ECG into the process showed in the 

framework using GSM system would simplify the involvements that improved the patient 

observation and monitoring scheme; however this research will not relegate the importance of 

research done in the previous study. 
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